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Abstract— The large scale virtualized data centers have been established due to the requirement of rapid growth in computational power driven
by cloud computing model . The high energy consumption of such data centers is becoming more and more serious problem .In order to reduce
the energy consumption, server consolidation techniques are used .But aggressive consolidation of VMs can lead to performance degradation.
Hence another problem arise that is, the Service Level Agreement(SLA) violation. The optimized consolidation is achieved through optimized
VM placement and VM selection policies . A comparative study of virtual machine placement and VM selection policies are presented in this
paper for improving the energy efficiency.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Instead of raising total cost of ownership by purchasing and
maintaining IT infrastructure, the cloud computing model
allows customers to provision resources on a pay-as-you-go
basis. This leads to the establishment of thousands of
computing nodes which leads to the high energy consumption.
The process of hardware and software partitioning ,time
sharing and partial or complete machine simulation is called
Virtualization, in which each simulation can act as a
complete system is provided for a promising approach
through which hardware resources on one or more machines
can be used in multiple execution environments. Hypervisor or
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) are the software used to
virtualize physical servers .The virtualized physical servers are
called the virtual machines(VM's).The Virtual Machine
(VMs), improves the utilization of resources. Live migration is
a technique for moving a running virtual machine between
different physical machines for load balancing .But SLA
violation can occur due to this load balancing. Service level
agreement (SLA) is a type of contract that must be signed
between service provider and service customer before actual
delivery of services. It defines functional and non-functional
characteristic of a service including quality of services
requirements and penalties in case of SLA violation [39].
Some of the SLA parameter are Response time, Storage,
Network bandwidth and memory which are used as metrics to
determine the provisioning of resource requirement[39] .In
data centre due to poor hardware utilization ,an increased
amount of space and resources are occupied by virtual servers
in spite of their workload ,which results in the occurrence of
server sprawl .Thus green cloud computing is required to
reduce the number of active servers which is achieved through

server consolidation. In server consolidation technique ,the
number of physical servers used are reduced by migrating
multiple virtual machines into active servers and turning off
other servers to sleep mode. This in turn reduce the overall
system complexity and provides energy efficiency and reduced
SLA violation. Some of the other problems due to VM
consolidation are, The energy-performance profiling technique
is required for the calculation of the server energy
consumption , which leads to overhead problems . And the
energy efficiency of the cloud data centre depends on the
energy consumption of each of the cloud resources which
should be minimum and must match the specifications of
service level agreements.
II.

SERVER CONSOLIDATION

The sever consolidation requires four major steps namely host
over-load Detection, host Under-load Detection, VM Selection
and Migration ,VM placement.
A. Host over-load detection
In this step, the scheduling techniques will produce a threshold
value based on the history of resource utilization of the cloud
data centre . And it is set as the overloaded threshold limit and
it is compared with each of the host's utilization and if it is
above the threshold limit it is set as overloaded host. And the
VM's in the overloaded host are migrated for server
consolidation.
B. Host under-load detection
In this step, the host's utilization which are less than the
threshold limit are identified and are set as under loaded host .
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And all the VM's in these host are migrated to other hosts and
are put to sleep mode for low power consumption.
C. Vm selection and migration
In this step, the VM's to be migrated from overloaded host are
selected and VM List is created for migration .There are
several VM selection policies available with varying cloud
data centre resources.
D. Vm placement
In this step, the vm's in the VM list are migrated to other
suitable physical machines based on VM to PM mapping ,
which should reduce the energy consumption by data centre.
III.

VIRTUAL MACHINE PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

Virtual machine placement is the process of allocating the
physical machines for virtual machines from VM list of
overloaded host . The study on algorithms for allocation of
virtual machines (VMs) to physical machines (PMs) in
infrastructure clouds has been done recently. Initial placement,
consolidation, or tradeoffs between honoring service-level
agreements and constraining provider operating costs are some
of the problems which are covered in those algorithms .Of
these power saving and delivering QOS are the two major
goals of the VM placement techniques in VM consolidation.
In this paper we are concentrating on power-based VM
placement algorithms which uses Dynamic VM placement
algorithms.
A. Classification of vm placement algorithms
Classification of VM placement algorithms are Constraint
programming, Bin packing problem, stochastic integer
programming, Genetic algorithm, Adaptive algorithms.
1) Constraint programming
Constraint programming is a logical programming which is
widely used in production planning, scheduling ,timetabling
and in variety of combinatorial problems .Here we are using it
to find the optimal placement of virtual machines. The
constraint programming considers real-world-problem as a
constraints satisfaction problem and a general purpose
constraint solver calculates solution for it. The basic idea of
constraint programming is applied on the definition of virtual
machine placement problem, the CSP is modeled .
Zhang et al. 30.used constraint programming technique for
virtual machine placement in physical servers for reducing the
total cost on resource usage which also does not violates the
Quality of service requirements. The performance measures
and workload types are considered and fulfilled by the author.
DuPont et al.29. proposed a energy-aware resource allocation
model for cloud datacenters which considers SLA violation

reduction in VM placement. A VM Repacking Scheduling
Problem is introduced which is a flexible and extensible
framework which improves energy efficiency and allows to
derive SLA constraints by users.
J.Dong et al5. Introduced a two-staged VM scheduling
algorithm which includes network link capacity and physical
machine size as constraints and modeled the problem. They
combined Best Fit heuristic of Bin Packingas constraints and
modeled the problem. They combined Best Fit heuristic of Bin
Packing with min-cut hierarchical clustering algorithm to
place VM's. Here the network congestion is reduced by
MLU(Maximum Link Utilization) and also the number of
active P;s used is also reduced.
2)

Bin packing

Bin packing in a combinatorial NP-hard problem. In this
problem in a finite number of bins of capacity 1, objects of
different sizes should be packed in such a way that the number
of bins used should be minimized. Here we are considering
each VM's as objects and Physical Machines as the bins to fill
in the objects. And the resources should be allocated in an
optimized manner so as to reduce the number of physical
machines used.
W.Song et al[1]. proposed a work using relaxed on-line bin
packing algorithm VISBP(Variable Item Size Bin
Packing).Here they used trace-driven simulation in order to
compare VISBP with Black-box, Gray-box and Vector Dot
algorithms.VISBP algorithm used only CPU and Memory.
And the algorithm achieves good green computing effect and
stability compared to other algorithms. Also it excels in hot
spots mitigation and load balance. Due to the support of
'change' operation the algorithm supports dynamic resource
allocation. Since here the VM to PM ratio is not optimized
SLA violation is not reduced optimally.
Y.Zhang et al[4], proposed a heuristic algorithm for VM
consolidation which includes the heterogeneity aware resource
allocation. They have used algorithms like Dominant-Residual
Resource aware FFD.The performance evaluation shows that
its performance is same as dimension-aware heuristics but
with the same cost as single dimension heuristics.
C.Lin.et.al[18], introduced Dynamic Round-Robin(DRR)
algorithm and Hybrid algorithm which is the combination of
DRR and First Fit which helps in energy-effective virtual
machine provisioning and consolidation. This proposed
approach includes two rules for consolidating VM's.First is to
restricting the physical machines from allocating new VM.
And the second is to shut down the physical machines by
speeding up the consolidation process. This work reduced
energy consumption productively compared with Round
Robin algorithm.
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3)

Stochastic integer programming

Stochastic programming is a framework in the field of
mathematical optimization which includes problems with
uncertainty. The idea on stochastic integer programming is to
use probability distributions. Here since the VM's future
requirement is not known , this technique can be used to
predict the suitable VM-PM mapping.
N.Bobroff et al[7], introduced a dynamic server migration and
consolidation algorithm. The proposed algorithm reduces SLA
violation by reducing the amount of physical capacity required
.The management algorithm (MFR) dynamically remaps VMs
to PMs required, so as to reduce the SLA violation .The
combination of Bin packing heuristics and Time series
forecasting techniques are used to reduce the number of
physical machines used.
SpeitKamp et al[31]. Proposed a optimized server
consolidation problem using LP-relaxation –based heuristic
and historical workload analysis .They introduced a capacity
planning approach to minimize the number of server used and
their operational cost .This approach combines data
preprocessing approach and an optimization model .
M.Chen et al[9] proposed a VM sizing approach known as
Effective sizing .In this approach the stochastic optimization
problem is simplified by associating VM’s dynamic load to a
fixed demand using statistical multiplexing principle. Here the
VM resource is calculated as a aggregation of intrinsic demand
and correlation aware demand.
4)

servers. This combinatorial problem is modeled as a multiobjective algorithm named VMPACS.
5)

Adaptive algorithms

Anton Beloglazov and Rajkumar Buyya1.1 proposed a
adaptive utilization thresholds, which ensures a high level of
meeting the Service Level Agreements.They used a modified
Best Fit algorithm .The technique outperforms in terms of
SLA-violation.
Zhou Zhou1.2,proposed a adaptive three-threshold energy aware algorithm in order to reduce the high energy
consumption and SLA-violation .Here the data centre is
divided into four classes and Energy aware Best Fit
Decreasing algorithm is used. This paper shows that dynamic
thresholds are more efficient than fixed threshold.
IV.

On detecting the overloaded host the first step is to choose
VMs which have to be migrated, and the second step is to
place the chosen VMs to hosts. The VM's to migrate are
selected based on the VM selection policies listed below.
TABLE I

Selection
policy
MIMT[37]

Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm begins with a initial set of population .Each
solution can be represented as a tree,with VM’s as child node,
physical nodes as the parent node and global resource manager
as the root node.
Mi et al. [34] introduced adaptive self-reconfiguration of VM
reallocation on heterogeneous PMs using Genetic Algorithm
Based Approach(GABA).To catch up with the changing
workloads, request forecasting module is used. GABA results
in conservation of power and deals with multi-objective
optimization.
Ferdaus et al. 20 model the problem of VM placement as an
NP-Hard
Multi-Dimensional
Vector
Packing
Problem(mDVPP) focusing on balancing the cloud resource
utilization, making use of the ACO (Ant Colony Optimization)
meta heuristic. This is an effective approach where
computation time is also remarkably lesser.

VM SELECTION POLICY

MAMT[37]

VM SELECTION POLICY

Technique

Parameters used

Policy selects
a vm that
requires
minimum time
to complete a
migration
relatively to
other vm's
allocated to the
host.
Policy chooses
the maximum
number of
VM's which
must be
migrated from
the host
inorder to
reduce the
CPU
utilization for
the host with
heavily loaded.

CPU utilization

CPU utilization

Gao et al. 23 minimized the power consumption and resource
wastage of VM placement problem using a modification of
Ant Colony System (ACS) algorithm.The residual resources
were effectively balanced along different dimensions on the
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HPGT[37]

RC[19]

MC[19]

MMS[38]

LCU[38]

Highest
potential
growth policy
migrates VM
from that has
the lowest
usage of the
CPU relative
to the total
CPU capacity
of VM for a
host with
heavy load.
Random
choice policy
selects a vm to
be migrated
according to
the uniformly
distributed
random
variable.

CPU utilization

MPCM[38]

CPU,RAM,Bandwidth

Minimum
Product of
Both CPU
Utilization and
Memory Size
selects
a VM with the
minimum
product of
both CPU
utilization
and memory
size to migrate
compared with
the other VMs
allocated to the
host.

CPU and Memory

TABLE II VM ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES

maximum
correlation
selects the vm
to be selected
that has the
highest
correlation of
the cpu
utilization with
other vms.

CPU

MMS policy
selects a VM
with the
minimum
memory size
to migrate
compared with
the other
VMs allocated
to the host.
LCU policy
chooses a VM
with the lowest
CPU
utilization to
migrate
compared with
the other VMs
allocated to the
host

Memory

CPU

Algorithm

Technique

Parameter
s Used
Networklink
capacity
and
Physical
machine
size.

Advantages

Best
Fit
heuristic of
Bin Packing
with mincut
hierarchical
clustering
algorithm.[5
]
MFR(Meas
ure Forecast
Remap)[7]

Constraint
programmi
ng

Stochastic
Integer
Programmi
ng
Stochastic
Integer
Programmi
ng
Bin
packing

CPU

Meets
SLA
requirements
and
reduced
number of PM's
Reduced
number of PM's
used.

Enhanced
FFD[3]

Bin
packing

CPU

GABA[34]

Genetic
algorithm

CPU

VMPACS[2
3]

Genetic
algorithm

CPU,
network
and storage

BGMBLA[25]

Genetic
algorithm

Modified

Adaptive

CPU,
memory,
storage
CPU

Effective
sizing
algorithm[9
]
VISBP[1]

CPU
Memory

Number
of
active
PM's
used is reduced.

,

CPU,Mem
ory
and
network

Achieves good
green
computing
effect,load
balancing,dyna
mic
resource
allocation and
stability.
More energyefficient,High
system
through-put.
Improved CPU
utilization,redu
ced number of
PM's
Energy
efficient,
minimum
resource usage.
Reduced
energy
consumption
Outperforms in

Disadvanta
ges
More
Migration
cost

Needs more
extension to
multiple
resources.
Needs more
extension to
multiple
resources.
SLA
violation

SLA
violation

Over head of
large
searching
space.
High time
consumption

High
consumption
time.
Needs
to
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Best-Fit
algorithm[3
7]

threshold
algorithm

Energyaware best
fit
decreasing
algorithm[3
8]

Adaptive
threshold
algorithm

SLA violation

CPU

Reduced
energy
consumption

reduce the
number of
VM
migration.
Needs
to
reduce the
number of
VM
migration.

[7]

[8]

[9]

V.

CONCLUSION

Server Consolidation in data centres is an important area of
research in the recent years. In the survey [40] consolidations
mainly detailing the VM placement algorithms are
mentioned.In this paper the main focus is on listing the
different VM selection policies in addition to the VM
Placement techniques. The objective of these techniques can
either be minimization of power consumption or providing
reduced SLA violation both being in conflict. Ranking these
algorithms or stating the best one out of the lot is not a proper
suggestion because every other technique has some specific
target, migration technique, prominent resources and
influential parameters. Although these techniques may seem
fine from outside, there exist some or the other kind of tradeoffs when deeply surveyed. Owing to the workload variability
and continuously changing demands of applications, there is a
need to constantly optimize these VM placement algorithms
and VM selection policies.
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